Dormitory Frosh

Enjoy Free Beef Dinner In Walker

Prof. Leicester F. Hamilton Advises That Dormitory Stay Out Of Trouble

"You look pretty big to me," is what I would have said to Roland R. Mattes, waiting that third of the Freshmen that were in the dormitory down in the basement of Memorial last night. Roland is chairman of the Freshman Dormitory Committee, and it was his job to get acquainted with the floor and hall chairman. "Don't feel looked down upon, just because you're a freshman," he added. He told the undergraduates that if it so desired could have a similar dinner near the end of the current term. "Don't feel looked down upon, just because you're a freshman," he added. He told the undergraduates that if it so desired could have a similar dinner near the end of the current term.

The principal speaker was Professor Laverne F. Hamilton, chairman of the Freshman Dormitory Committee, and he written them down some of the duties of the dormitory, emphasizing the importance of the duties of the dormitory and the importance of the duties of the dormitory. He reminded the students to keep their dorms on the campus, noting that any difficulty that might arise about the students' actions was always directed as the Institute.

Professor Hamilton also remarked that at one time there was a dormitory where students were returned to their dorms, but it was returned instead of being returned. In conclusion Paul H. Stendel, 30 chairman of the Freshman Dormitory Committee, reminded the Freshmen to participate in campus activities and attend the Freshman Frosh party.

T.G.A. Cabinet

To Go On Outing

Old-Fashioned Bean Dinner Will Be A Big Feature Of The Trip

The T.G.A. Cabinet will spend the weekend at the T.G.A. cabin on Lake Massapog on their first outing of the year. The T.G.A. Cabinet will go down on Saturday and return by Sunday afternoon. The trip will be open to all members of the T.G.A. and will be held at the cabin in old-fashioned bean dinner at a nearby farmhouse. The T.G.A. Cabinet will attend.

The T.G.A. Cabinet will be held this coming week, and the group will return home this afternoon. It will be seen in the School of Architecture exhibition hall on the second floor of the new Rogers School of Architecture building. However, representatives of the T.G.A. Cabinet will show Public Exhibition Hall on the first floor. Both events will open from 2:30 to 5 p.m. daily except Sundays.

Architectural Art 
Exhibited at Tech

Photographic Collection Has Wide Perspective In Many Work Branches

An exhibition of photographs representative of the best American architectural work since the World War opened at Tech on November 10. The 10th of the collection will be open to the public from noon until 5:30 of October. This is the only show which will be in the greater Boston area. The main part of this exhibit, besides the photographs, will be shown in the School of Architecture exhibition hall on the second floor of the new Rogers School of Architecture building.

CABINET MEETING

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 10
5.00 P.M. Newell Club Dinner—Main Hall, Dinner.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 11
2.00 P.M. Cabinet Meeting—Main Hall.
THE TECH

M.I.T. Party Scales Cliff

Outing Club Expedition Climbs Difficult Pinacade

Five hundred men of new cliff box to six teachers last week end, when members of the M.I.T. Outing Club ASCENT, "the Pinacade" located near HBSXING Mountain, ran up the side of the M.I.T. Outing Club, which took the route of the top. Members of the M.I.T. Outing Club, who stopped to investigate the way back, were divided into two parties, one to climb the Pinacade, and the other to scale the heights of M. Washington. The Pinacade party was divided into two groups of three each, and the group of Al. Brevier, 19, and the other under the direction of Al. Brevier. The party was seriously impeded in a number of spots by rain down the trail, but eventually was able to reach the top of the cliff by late evening.

Summit Covered by Clouds and Ice

The party that climbed the heights of M. Washington, according to John P. Estefen, 19, reported that the party had climbed by cliffs and partially covered with ice and snow. The party was the only party that climbed the cliffs on the summit.

The Party that scaled the heights of M. Washington, according to John P. Estefen, 19, reported that the party had climbed by cliffs and partially covered with ice and snow. The party was the only party that climbed the cliffs on the summit.
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